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QUESTION 1

You are in the process of setting up a constraint that prohibits update to an extensible flexfield in a fulfillment line if Ship
From Warehouse is X and the fulfillment line is booked. You are able to see the extensible flexfield on the "Manage
Constraint Entities" page but not on the "Manage Processing Constraints" page. 

What could be the reason? 

A. The "generate packages" program was not submitted. 

B. The "Publish extensible flexfield" process was not run. 

C. The extensible flexfield is not enabled. 

D. A "Record Set" needs to be created for the extensible flexfield to be visible on the "Manage Processing Constraints"
page. 

Correct Answer: D 

A record set is a group of records that are bound by common attribute values for the purpose of constraint evaluation.
You can define conditions and specify a record set to be validated for a given condition as defined by the validation
template. 

 

QUESTION 2

Your company has two business units: BU1 and BU2. Each has a warehouse associated with it: W1 and W2,
respectively. W1 has transferred the required material to W2 along with an intercompany invoice. On receiving the
material, W2 finds that the material has a defect, and decides to scrap it in its warehouse, which is more cost-effective
than sending it back to W1. But BU2 wants a credit from BU1 against the invoice amount that is already paid to BU1
because the material was defective and not consumed. 

What action would you need to take to address this business requirement? 

A. Deselect the check box "Physical Material Return Required" in the Create Financial Orchestration Flow user interface
under Financial Orchestration. 

B. Perform Accounting only Return against the transfer order by using the Manage Returns user interface. 

C. Perform a spreadsheet upload of the transfer order of type Accounting only Return from W2 to W1. 

D. Create an accounting rule in the Create Documentation and Accounting Rule user interface under Financial
Orchestration. 

Correct Answer: B 

Physical Material Return Required is available in manage returns and used for accounting only 

 

QUESTION 3

Your company wants to define different status conditions for fulfillment lines that have different categories assigned to a
single orchestration process in Order Management Cloud. 
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Which two configurations would you perform to meet this requirement? (Choose two.) 

A. Define a fulfillment line status rule set for each category. 

B. Create a unique step for each category and assign different "next expected task statuses." 

C. Define orchestration process status values for each category. 

D. Assign the status catalog to the orchestration process. 

Correct Answer: CD 

An orchestration process is a predefined business process that coordinates the orchestration of physical goods and
activities within a single order and automates order orchestration across fulfillment systems. 

 

QUESTION 4

Which three statements are true about Discount Lists? (Choose three.) 

A. Users can define discounts for configurable models on Discount Lists. 

B. Discount rules can be defined at multiple levels: the root item, the components, or the entire configuration. 

C. Discount rules can be defined at the root level only. 

D. Tier and attribute-based adjustments are supported only at the root item level. 

E. Tier and attribute-based adjustments are supported at multiple levels: the root item, the components, or the entire
configuration. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

References: http://download.oracle.com/ocomdocs/global/fusion_r11/scm/Pricing_Administration/
Pricing_Administration.doc 

 

QUESTION 5

Which step must be performed before enabling a new inventory organization in SCM cloud for collection from Manage
Upstream and Downstream Source System Task? 

A. Add the Organization against the OPS destination system. 

B. Add the Organization against the OPS source system manually. 

C. Refresh the Organization List against the Oracle Planning and Sourcing (OPS) source system. 

D. Create a new source system for each organization. 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/supply-chain-management/r13- update17d/faivc/implementingplanning-source-
systems-and-profile-options.html#FAIVC134911 
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